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WASHINGTON: US manufacturing continued
its steady decline in July amid the ongoing trade
war and slowing global economy, while the hur-
ricane-hit oil sector also helped drag down total
output, the Federal Reserve said yesterday.

Production fell across the board in US man-
ufacturing, with only rare bright spots, dropping
0.4 percent compared to June. The sector has
fallen in four of the last six months and is down
1.5 percent so far this year, according to the data.
Total industrial production fell 0.2 percent, eras-
ing the gain in June, and defying analysts who
had expected a slight uptick, according to the
report.

Output also was pulled down by the 1.8 per-
cent drop in mining after Hurricane Barry
“caused a sharp but temporary decline in oil
extraction in the Gulf of Mexico,” the Fed said.
The volatile utilities sector jumped 3.1 percent
last month as summer heat increased the need
for air conditioning, nearly offsetting the sharp
drop in June.

Overall output is still 0.5 percent higher than
a year ago but manufacturing has seen two
quarters of contraction, meaning the sector is in
recession. The only sizable increase in manufac-
turing was in aerospace and miscellaneous
transportation equipment. Industrial capacity in
use retreated again, falling back to 77.5 percent,
far below the long-run average, the report said.

Meanwhile, US retail sales surged in July as
consumers bought a range of goods even as they
cut back on motor vehicle purchases, which
could help to assuage financial markets’ fears
that the economy was heading into recession.
The upbeat report from the Commerce Depart-
ment yesterday, however, will likely not change

expectations that the Federal Reserve will cut in-
terest rates again next month as the outlook for
the economy continues to darken against the
backdrop of trade tensions and slowing growth
overseas.

A key part of the US Treasury yield curve in-
verted on Wednesday for the first time since
June 2007, triggering a stock market sell-off. An
inverted Treasury yield curve is historically a re-
liable predictor of looming recessions. Financial
markets have fully priced in a 25-basis-point
rate cut at the US central bank’s Sept. 17-18 pol-
icy meeting. The Fed lowered its short-term in-
terest rate by a quarter point last month, citing
the acrimonious US-China trade war and slow-
ing global economies. But the data could see
markets dialing back expectations of a 50-basis-
point rate cut next month.

Retail sales increased 0.7percent last month
after gaining 0.3percent in June, the government
said. Economists polled by Reuters had forecast
retail sales would rise 0.3percent in July. Com-
pared to July last year, retail sales increased
3.4percent.

Strong consumer spending
Excluding automobiles, gasoline, building

materials and food services, retail sales jumped
1.0percent last month after advancing by an un-
revised 0.7percent in June. These so-called core
retail sales correspond most closely with the
consumer spending component of gross domes-
tic product. US stock index futures extended
gains after the release of the data. US Treasury
yields rose while the dollar was slightly weaker
against a basket of currencies.

July’s gain in core retail sales suggested

strong consumer spending early in the third
quarter, though the pace will likely slow from the
April-June quarter’s robust 4.3percent annual-
ized rate. Consumer spending, which accounts
for more than two-thirds of the economy, is
being underpinned by the lowest unemployment
rate in nearly half a century. While a separate re-
port from the Labor Department on Thursday
showed an increase in the number of Americans
filing applications for unemployment benefits
last week, the trend in claims continued to point
to a strong labor market.

Solid consumer spending is blunting some of
the hit on the economy from a downturn in man-
ufacturing, which is underscored by weak busi-

ness investment. Manufacturing’s struggles were
highlighted by a third report from the Labor De-
partment showing productivity in the sector
tumbled at its fastest pace in nearly two years in
the second quarter, with factories cutting hours
for workers.

The economy grew at a 2.1percent rate in the
second quarter, decelerating from the first quar-
ter’s 3.1percent pace. Growth estimates for the
third quarter are below a 2.0percent rate.

In July, auto sales fell 0.6percent after rising
0.3percent in June. Receipts at service stations
rebounded 1.8percent, reflecting higher gasoline
prices. Sales at building material stores gained
0.2percent. —Agencies

US manufacturing sinks in July, 
dragging down total output

Retail sales surge in July; weekly jobless claims rise

LOS ANGELES: In this file photo, a shopper at an outlet mall walks past an Adidas store in Los Angeles. American
consumers spent far more than expected in July, as retail sales jumped on strong online purchases, according
to government data released yesterday. —AFP

Markets register 
a shock, but is 
Trump right to 
blame the Fed?
WASHINGTON: It takes a lot to kill an eco-
nomic expansion, typically requiring a major
shock to bring growth to a halt and trigger a US
recession.

This week investors signaled that moment
may have arrived, and one big question is
whether that shock has come from President
Donald Trump’s trade war or a mistake by pol-
icymakers at the US Federal Reserve.

As bond markets flashed concern about re-
cession on Wednesday and major stock indices
cratered, Trump put the blame squarely on the
Fed for continuing to raise rates through the
end of last year. Even Trump foe and New York
Times economics columnist Paul Krugman
dinged the Fed for “a clear mistake.”

In raising interest rates four times last year
“the Federal Reserve acted far too quickly, and
now is very, very late,” in reversing itself and

cutting borrowing costs only modestly so far,
Trump tweeted. “Too bad, so much to gain on
the upside!”

Earlier on Wednesday, White House trade
adviser Peter Navarro told Fox Business Net-
work the US central bank should cut rates by
half a percentage point “as soon as possible,”
an action he claimed would lead “to 30,000 on
the Dow.” A cut of that magnitude would typi-
cally be associated with serious economic risk,
not an economy with record low unemployment
and ongoing growth. As it stood, major US
stock indices slumped by around 3 percent by
Wednesday’s close with the blue chip Dow
Jones Industrial Average suffering its largest
percentage loss of the year. Bond investors
pushed the yield on the 30-year Treasury bond
to a record low.

Causing even more concern: The yield on
the 2-year Treasury note briefly went above the
yield on the 10-year Treasury note, the sort of
“inversion” that, when it proves durable, has
preceded prior US recessions. Trump himself
took note of the development, blasting the Fed
chair he appointed - Jerome Powell - as “clue-
less” in a tweet citing the “CRAZY INVERTED
YIELD CURVE.”

It was perhaps the most dramatic bit of evi-
dence yet of just how the landscape for the Fed
has changed over the past few months, from

one that Powell deemed “remarkably positive”
as of last October, to one of rising risks for the
United States’ record-setting, decade-long ex-
pansion.

As of last fall, the Fed thought the economy,
fueled by the Trump administration’s massive
$1.5 trillion tax cut package and spending plans,
would grow strongly enough to justify steadily
higher rates.

At that point the threat of a recession
seemed distant unless some sort of outside
event intervened to throw the economy off
course - something like the collapse of the dot-
com stock market bubble ahead of the brief
2001 recession, or the implosion of the US
housing and credit markets ahead of the more
serious 2007-2009 Great Recession.

Yet, as Trump’s trade rhetoric and his impo-
sition of tariffs on trading partners ratcheted up
this year, particularly since May, investors have
acted as if a breaking point had been reached.

Global trade flows have dropped. Economic
growth in Germany, a bellwether economy of
sorts given its reliance on exports, contracted
in the second quarter. Indices of uncertainty
also have spiked. If Fed policy suddenly seemed
out of step, it was perhaps inevitable given the
difficulty of keeping up with Trump’s whipsaw
approach to trade policy, and the growing
sense that the fallout may be deeper and longer

lasting than expected.
“The challenge is that Trump’s trade policy

has proven so erratic that you cannot relieve
the sense of uncertainty,” as firms adjust to
what may be a years-long rearrangement of
global supply chains and cost structures, said
Tim Duy, an economics professor at the Uni-
versity of Oregon. “So the question becomes is
policy going to be easing enough ... or remain
so tight that the economy remains vulnerable?”
Investors in federal funds futures contracts are
currently pricing in a quarter-point rate cut at
each of the Fed’s remaining three policy meet-
ings in 2019. That would take the benchmark
fed funds rate to a range of between 1.25per-
cent and 1.50percent.

Along with the rate cut at the last Fed meet-
ing in July, it would also mean the US central
bank will have used up almost half the rate-cut
“ammunition” assembled during a slow-moving,
and ultimately truncated series of rate increases
begun in 2015. For Trump, who is hoping to
make the economy a central part of his case for
his 2020 re-election campaign, further rate cuts
could not come fast enough. He has been be-
rating the Fed for its rate increases for more
than a year - since even before his trade rift
with China morphed from being considered an
economic annoyance to a larger and potentially
durable risk. —Reuters


